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Just a Touch
To achieve a down-to-earth 
contemporary casual style, 
choose a warm, cozy color 

palette—like deep browns 
and pops of turquoise. 

Design Tip: In any comfy 
living space, pillows—

in various colors and 
patterns—are a must. 
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» Repeat 
Showing

In this mad-for-mod 
space, a collection of 

sleek round mirrors 
opens up the room and 
creates instant drama. 

Design Tip: Use  different 
sizes and stagger the 

heights for an applause-
worthy look.

   A Rug’s Life
For an Old World-style 
study, decorate with deep, 
rich colors—think brown, 
burgundy and forest 
green—and ceramic and 
wrought iron accents. 
Design Tip: Lend warmth 
and softness to hardwood 
floors with an area rug 
whose colors complement 
the room’s décor.

» 
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Fleur de Me
When you want a 
cottage-chic look, 

choose pretty florals, 
bits of lace and a soft 

color palette. 
Design Tip: Use fabric 
trims (see ours on the 
sofa and curtains) to 
turn store-bought or 
flea market finds into 
totally you creations.



1. Trend for Yourself In search of sleek and 
modern bedroom décor? When you stick with bold pops of 
color (like mustard yellow against cool gray), you can’t go 
wrong. Design Tip: Choose shades of the same colors, and you 
can mix and match patterns, like we did with the pillows.

2. Room with a Hue Give your tween princess 
an aww-inspiring retreat with classic Parisian colors (pink and 
black, of course) and accessories (like an Eiffel Tower lamp). 
Design Tip: Whip up a fabulous cork headboard that does 
double duty as wall décor and command center.

3. Then and Now To give a room interest and 
depth, try mixing the old with the new. This antique style 
wall-art-as-headboard makes a beautiful focal point, while 
the colorful pillows add richness. Design Tip: For an
easy-breezy feel that won’t overpower, stick with neutrals for 
large items (like furniture) and bold colors for the accents.
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« Dare to 
Be Divine
Gorgeous. Glamorous. 
Grand. When you 
want all that and 
more, you want 
perfectly imperfect 
mercury glass-inspired 
accessories. Arrange 
a few pieces on the 
mantel, in the guest 
bedroom or on your 
holiday table, and 
you’ve got wow factor 
style in minutes.

» Quick Mix
We’ve all got knickknacks 
and trinkets hidden away 

inboxes, right? Well, it’s 
time to let those curiosities 
grab the spotlight. The key 

is to group functional pieces 
like clocks and candles with 

pretties like frames and 
figurines in an asymmetrical 

arrangement. The result is 
effortlessly stunning. 
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